
COMPETITION ENTRY

Entering images into competitions - you are allowed to enter up to three 
digital images and three prints into each competition.

PRINT PREPARATION 

There are no size restrictions on your actual print but each print has to be 
mounted on board or strong card.  You are advised to use a photo mount 
spray or photo mounting tape and not sellotape or masking tape as these 
types of tape can spoil other people’s prints by sticking to another entry 
and destroying the image.
  
There are restrictions regarding the size of mounts you use and these are 
outlined below. 
Maximum mount size: 50 x 40cm (20” x 16”) 
Minimum mount size : A4  29.7 x 21cm (11.7” x 8.3”)
 
Only the title of the print (no author name) should be written on the back of 
the mount. 

ENTERING YOUR PRINT 

You should send the titles of your print entries to the Competition 
Secretary (Jackie) at ashbournecameraclub@hotmail.co.uk 
Please use following format: 

IMAGE TITLE by Your Name - eg. SUNNY DAY by Jackie Sellers

Please use upper and lower case as per the above. The competition 
software uses the title and name you have provided so any errors will be 
seen on the competition screen. 

Don’f forget to bring your named prints along to the club on competition 
evening.



PREPARING DIGITAL IMAGES

The size of your finished image should be 1400 x 1050 pixels.

The image should be in jpeg format.

Your saved image file should be titled correctly - exactly the 
same format as for print entries.

Finally, your entries should be emailed in to the Competition 
Secretary (Jackie) at ashbournecameraclub@hotmail.co.uk 
Deadline for entries is midnight on the Saturday prior to the 
competition.

RESIZING IMAGES (this is my method - other ways are 
available). Please ask if you need more help with this.

If the image size is not exactly 1400 x 1050, the canvas 
extension should be set to black.

Open up a new photoshop file using a custom template of 1400 x 
1050 pixels and set the background colour to black. Then I place 
my chosen image into a new layer - normally this just places the 
image as large as it can be over the black background layer so a 
portrait image may leave some of the background showing - this 
is correct - see examples below…


